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The day was hot, finally; the sun was out. Humid, yes. Thunderstorms in the offing, 
scattered showers possible earlier.

I decided to roll out Old Paint, my slightly dented white Heritage Softail. Where to go?? I 
only had about 2 hours. I decided to roll and decide en route. Since time was short, I 
decided to go down to visit at the Triumph dealership downtown where I had done some decided to go down to visit at the Triumph dealership downtown where I had done some 
tenant finish work prior to their opening. Also to see how things were going for them 
during the pandemic.

The Harley felt great and responded eagerly as I opened the throttle and headed out onto 
the highway. Ya, this feels good….

I pulled into the parking lot of the Triumph dealer. There was a sprinkling of bikes and 
people outside. The Sun King Brewery, which shares the building with Triumph, was 
definitely brewing as the sour smell of hops permeated the air. The Sun King restaurant 
is open only for carry out still, but the dealer was doing a reasonably brisk business.

I parked my Harley a little ways from the building so as not to scare the other bikes….heh 
heh.



I walked into the store and said my hellos to the owner who I knew well from working 
closely with him to get his new business open. The Redhead and I are also close friends 
with the head of service so I went back to say hello to him as well.

Triumphs have changed rather substantially from the time that I owned my 1971 Tiger. 
They make mostly sport style bikes now, although there are several models that give a 
nod to the original design, and they have also come out with a sweet looking bobber. 
They also have a three cylinder model called the Rocket which has the largest 
displacement engine of a production motorcycle in the world: 2500 CC. For comparison, a 
Harley custom with a 117 CI engine is about 1917 CC.

“Want to take it for a spin?” Mark, the service manger asked.
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Is the Pope Catholic? Does a fat bear shit in the woods? Is a duck’s ass watertight?  “Um, 
sure.”

Paul, the owner, got a dealer plate, stuck it on the bike, photocopied my license and made 
me sign a waiver.  “Make sure it’s headed in the direction you want to go, ‘cause it will 
get you there quickly!”

“Where can I go?”

“Wherever you want. Just be back by five.”
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I headed north on College, just getting the feel of it. Quick it was! Also pretty hard 
sprung as the streets in downtown Indianapolis proved to me. I meandered my way over 
to the entrance to I65 and took it up the on ramp. Yes, this bike would go fast and it 
would get there quickly.

Tears were running down my face and my helmet strap was pulling hard on my chin as 
the wind tried to rip my helmet off. The windshield on this bike was a piece of Plexiglas 
about the size of my hand,  raked back at a severe angle. This bike was fast!

I won’t tell you how fast I got to to protect the innocent, but it felt stable at speed. It also 
handled the curves that I encountered with alacrity. This would be fun on a track!
I turned around and motored back to Triumph.
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On my way home on Old Paint, I reflected that I would always be a Harley guy. The 
guttural muttering of the softail and the comfort I found running through the gears are 
things I would not want to give up.

But there is nothing wrong with having more than one motorcycle……is there? 

Rumble on……
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To Stop or Not To Stop

A few weeks ago we were able to get out for ride and enjoy the sunshine.  As the ride was 
winding down and we were headed home we came up on crash with a bike facing south but 
on the north side of the road in a ditch. Immediately north of that bike were two more bikes 
pulled off to the north side and a rider on the ground. I made the decision to stop and help 
and Judy had to remind me to not be a part of the crash and find a safe place. We did so 
about 100 feet ahead in someone’s driveway. Luckily it was paved. We all know how I feel about 100 feet ahead in someone’s driveway. Luckily it was paved. We all know how I feel 
about gravel.

Immediately I had Bret Turner in my head and I knew to assess the situation but I also knew 
that the first bike was in a blind corner and we could have a very serious situation on our 
hands if we didn’t get traffic under control. Assessing the injuries as quickly as possible and 
securing the scene to keep everyone safe was priority. With assessment done and 911 called 
we moved traffic slowly and safely until Law Enforcement and Medics arrived. After being 
relieved by law enforcement as they took control of the scene our job now was to remove 
ourselves as possible traffic safety hazard. And we set off towards home ramped up by the 
events that just unraveled before us. (Sorry Jude for talking your head off all the way home 
but I sure thank you for having my back (as always) at the top hill when I didn’t even know 
it.)



Why was Brent Turner in my head you ask? In February and March we had a total of about 
30 chapter members go through Brent Turner’s Stop the Bleed class. Whatever our reason 
for attending the class, we all knew if we need to provide care at a crash scene then we will 
have good information to help and possibly assist in saving a life if needed. I recall Judy 
asking me why I was taking the class twice and I told her because I want to retain as much 
of the training as I can so I can help and not hinder in a crisis situation. As a child we are 
taught in order to become good at something you have to practice and you have to dedicate 
time to become proficient and achieve your goals. In the military we learn repetition is the 
necessity to survival in combat because your brain will automatically react to the way it has 
been trained to react in a life threatening situation where there is no time to think but only 
to act.

Why all this information? As human beings we have two options when we see a crash. 
Training for such an event helps when trying to make the decision to keep going or to stop 
and help. We all know making the decision to stop in a 10-15 second window is not easy. 
We have to assess our own capabilities as we are viewing the scene in front us. Are we in a 
position it is safe to stop? Are we in a group and have no way to communicate to the lead 
rider that we are stopping? If we are in a group, are we putting our group at risk by leaving 
them to help with the crash? Are we putting the group at risk if we are in the middle of the 
pack and we make a sudden maneuver to pull over? Do we have the tools on board to be 
affective in the situation we are facing?  All of these things are running through our minds 
in that window of time. And know, making the decision to keep going because you know it 
is the right thing to do is just as hard as making the decision to stop and render aid.



So now the full circle…..as Bob King always concludes his updates with……Be safe out 
there! Ride your own ride and no one else’s because only you know your comfort level. 
Know that your sweep will never leave you behind on our chapter rides.(Yes Bob, your lead 
might but your sweep won’t. And it is still too soon! ) Sometimes we may get spooked on a 
ride and if you do get spooked talk about it with other riders you trust. It is the best way to 
get past it. I have done it and learned some valuable tips and lessons that have stayed with 
me. Especially the tips of handling gravel. Have I ever told you how much I HATE gravel? 
But most of all, ride to enjoy the freedom of riding, just do it safely for yourself and for 
those around you. And above this…….Harleys Rule!



Rollin' through the 'Rona

Finally the restrictions for non-essential travel, group gatherings and restaurants are being 
lifted and we all can't wait to get out and ride and hang with all our HOG family, 
right? For most, that is the case, but for a few of us that have been dealt a high risk card, it 
is terrifying. 

Read
This!

!!

Yes, I am in the high risk category. Normally I am fine and no one would know that my 
shortness of breath when going up steps or on a hike is anything unusual for my age. But 
let me share the rest of the story.

In 2013 Mic was having some odd symptoms and said her heart hurt. Her EKG was fine, 
but we decided to do the $49 heart scans being offered for women's heart health 
month. Less than a week later she calls and says the doc called and told her the scan 
showed something and she needed to see a heart specialist. While I tried to wrap my head 
around that news, she said "and . . . Doc wants you to call her, there was something on 
your scan too, but it's your lungs.". I said oh it's probably just some spots related to being 
a farm girl and being around fertilizer or chicken manure. I'm never sick, I'll be fine. You 
find a heart doctor. 



We soon found out that Mic had a small tumor in her heart, a rare condition called a left 
atrial myxoma. It was blocking blood flow to her artery which explained her symptoms. She 
would need to have "minimally invasive" bypass surgery to remove it. We discussed the 
timing and decided October would have to work-this was in April but she had just started a 
new job. The doctor reluctantly agreed. 

Then in May I went to the pulmonologist. He pulled up my scan and showed me my 
lungs. They were full of cysts and looked like Swiss cheese. He said he was more than 90% 
certain that I had a very rare condition known as LAM, the shortened version of the 24 letter 
actual name-lymphangioleiomyomatosis. Never heard of that? Not surprising. He himself 
had never treated or seen this but had researched it and found that the worldwide expert was 
a doctor at the University of Cincinnati. He had emailed my scan to him and arranged for me 
to go see him. He seemed to be suppressing a grin at having his first rare disease patient. I 
was horrified. We had won the rare disease lottery. My LAM doctor later told me that the was horrified. We had won the rare disease lottery. My LAM doctor later told me that the 
chances of us both having such a rare diagnosis was literally one in a billion. As Rew would 
say, well isn't that just fan-friggin-tastic?

LAM like most illnesses has different levels of severity, but we were told to watch for signs 
of a collapsed lung, low oxygen levels and difficulty breathing. Many LAM patients end up 
having to use oxygen and the most severe cases require lung transplants. There is no 
cure. Even those with transplants can have the cysts occur in their new lungs. And I was told 
to get a flu and a pneumonia shot. I absolutely could not get pneumonia.

How could this be? I'm never sick? And now I have an incurable disease? When life gives 
you lemons, well, buy a Harley!



In June, for Mic's birthday we decided to go look at motorcycles just for fun. We had sold 
our Yamaha when the kids were teens, but had always dreamed of getting a Harley someday. 
We walked in and looked at some used bikes, then we saw Molly. Marine Corp red on the 
top, Merlot on the bottom-she was perfect! We had one life to live and between Mic's bad 
knees and my bad lungs, we needed to live the dream now while we were able! Yes, that was 
the path we took to buying our first Harley and becoming a part of the HOG Chapter No. 1 
family. Two rare diseases brought us to you. 

Mic had heart surgery in October to remove the tumor. She had a scan again this year and all 
is still clear. I went to see the LAM doctor and after several lung capacity and blood tests, 
they declared my LAM as a mild case, I call it LAM lite. The doc told me something will kill 
me eventually, but probably not this.

Then along came COVID-19. The breath stealing, lung attacking monster virus. LAM Then along came COVID-19. The breath stealing, lung attacking monster virus. LAM 
patients everywhere saw their lives flash before their eyes. What the F@%#!!!!!!!!

So I set up office in Royce's room and just stayed the F@%# at home. Mic does the grocery 
shopping and errand running in gloves and mask and sanitizes everything. I just stay the F 
at home. No one comes over. We go for car rides to get out of the house once a week or so 
and wave at our friends from the car and have cocktail hours on Zoom. And we pray that 
they find a vaccine.

So yes, I am terrified of the return to "normal". But I am also ready to ride. Not in a large 
group, not to crowded places or even restaurants. But a brown bag ride to the hills and 
curves of Southern Indiana or the covered bridges of Parke County or to a remote cemetery in 
search of the graves of our ancestors.



But I'm not ready for a normal chapter ride. I'm not ready to ride with people who have to go 
back to work or that work in hospitals or that have no need to remain socially distant as they 
don't have risk factors. I'm not ready to take the risk of being exposed to asymptomatic 
carriers on the ride or on stops along the way. 

As we look at how we can ride together again, let's remember that safety phrase that Bob 
reminds us of - everyone ride your own ride to your own comfort level. Those of you that can 
gather and can go back to normal, go for it! ENJOY! Post pictures so we can celebrate your 
freedom with you! But understand when we have to decline and know that it isn't because 
we don't want to be there too. I have a new version of the safety phrase - everyone ride your 
own ride with the people that you feel safe riding with.

If you are high risk like me, or live with or are caring for someone high risk, and you are 
social distancing, wearing a mask when you have to go out and carrying a supply of hand social distancing, wearing a mask when you have to go out and carrying a supply of hand 
sanitizer and Clorox wipes at all times, give us a call. We will be happy to ride with you and 
keep our distance and avoid crowds and high traffic places. If there is a Chapter ride you 
want to go on, we will lead or sweep the Can't Catch 'Rona group.

We've been blessed to have 7 years of good times with good friends riding Molly. But we 
still have a lot of rides to check off on our bucket list. I intend to complete them. And though 
I love and miss all of you, I'm not dying to see you. 

Editors Note:  Thank you Judy for sharing.  This is a good reminder that the actions (or non-
actions) of one person can affect someone we love.  And we all love you! 





Content provided by Allen Sprunk 
and other Facebook photos

Previous Memorial Weekend rides. 
We’ll add new pictures next year!

Above: Flags for Heroes 2017

Right: Rolling Thunder 2017



Top: Rolling Thunder 2018

Center: Rolling Thunder 2019

Bottom: Flight 93 2019











A BIKER’S DAY

The paint glistens in the sun with a brilliant wet shine.
The chromes reflections are but a snap shot in time.

Its power begins to run through every fiber of my being.
The biker understands each vibration we feel and its meaning.

As I twist the throttle, the rumble of the bike is pure 
exhilaration.

The easing of the clutch releases its inner awaiting acceleration.

The entire beast has a soul that combines with mine and 
becomes one.

The increasing vibration of the handlebars takes control and 
can’t be undone.can’t be undone.

My heart beats faster as I shift through each gear and the speed 
increases.

The stress and the anxiety of life and the day’s pressure 
releases.

The air against my face and body lifts my spirit into another 
dimension.

The separation of mind and soul with life’s struggle has no 
comprehension.

Mother Nature’s presence is more pronounced with each smell 
and sight.

We know it is not the destination, but the journey outright.
JCogdill 05 2020





My son went to war one day,

His safe return is all I pray.

A letter from him I hold in my hand,

Don’t worry mom, I’m doing the best I can.

The fighting here, comes and goes,

A couple of squads have taken some blows.

Just six more weeks and from here I’m gone,

Will you please be sure and reach out to Dawn.

As my husband who died in a war long past,

All they said was remain steadfast.

My father also gave his life,

The war of wars took him from his wife.

Grampa died in the war before that one,

Too many lives before they are done.

Nothing good ever comes from war,Will you please be sure and reach out to Dawn.

Good bye for now, I love you Mom,

Oh, I will be coming home through Guam.

It was a Sergeant and Chaplain that day who came,

The loss of him I cannot explain.

It is God this day to whom I pray,

You see, I was told he died that day.

A hero he died, the Sergeant spoke to me,

Amidst the pain “give him back” was my plea.

Soldiers in blue escorted him home,

They laid him to rest under a granite stone.

Nothing good ever comes from war,

I’ll be back, they all swore.

Each freedom we have is a gift they gave,

Every son and daughter died so brave.

For us alive we must not forget,

The price they paid for this debt.

Not just on Memorial Day, but each day remember,

All who died, those who would not surrender.

JCogdill 22MAY2019





Roat grieut tielsh oiehgh Harley Davidson.  Grioh gein jogh en joeg reio mgneot goenenn  
prasgga zr gig oeb ride bike.  Narz mck tied vkeov bg gkelll zapone  gienng .  Ign nergrr 
qurrx vne gbbot soothes eowo soul.

Zrgrop duporn gkeip ghenn music.  Naptri Looney Tunes Wacky Band.  Traiptzz Bugs Zrgrop duporn gkeip ghenn music.  Naptri Looney Tunes Wacky Band.  Traiptzz Bugs 
Bunny…gowenboe Daffy Duck,  Marvin & Yosemite vgrdagrr.  Graucgree Omgptt!!!  

Graaaaahhhh, sigoeib nepaien the road!  

What do YOU listen to when you ride?  
Let DJ HOG know so he can share it next month!

This month’s submission by Taz, the Tasmanian Devil









Guess What!

Since the Field of Heroes ride scheduled for 
Memorial Weekend unfortunately had to be 
postponed (stupid ‘Rona!) Mic is planning a 

MYSTERY RIDE

What will it be?  Where are we going?
Keep and eye on our Facebook page for 

information!





We know there are new people out there and We know there are new people out there and 
once we can meet live and in person again we once we can meet live and in person again we 

If you’ve missed getting your photo taken, please see Mike Friel at the next  
in person Chapter meeting.  We want to showcase all the new smiling 

faces!

once we can meet live and in person again we once we can meet live and in person again we 
look forward to welcoming them to our Chapter!look forward to welcoming them to our Chapter!



ZOOM Meeting

Call to Order at 9:01am and Pledge of Allegiance – Mic Woodrum, Assistant Director

Welcome and Opening Statements – MVW
Info on Zoom meeting: please no talking over one another
If members have questions/comments, best to text them in

Dealership Comments - Conner Howard
What’s happening at HD of IndyWhat’s happening at HD of Indy
The dealership is open.  25 people are allowed in the store at a time until May 11.  After May 11 
we are allowed 50% capacity.  Enter through the north entrance near service.  Rides starting from 
the dealership are OK.  No trying on clothes or returns until July 4.

Officer Reports:

Director – Meade Van Wyck: 
COVID issues, cancellations
The Canada rides are canceled for this year.  Hopefully, they will happen next year.  
The Southern Dozen ride will likely happen.  A decision will be made by the end of May.  
Our next meeting may be outside the dealership.



Assistant Director – Mic Woodrum
Flight 93 – Field of Heroes is postponed.  The flight 93 memorial is closed until least July.  It 
might possibly be rescheduled to July 4 or September 19,20th and 21st.

Treasurer – Judy McQuoid
Financial Report – we are not spending money, but we are not making any either.

Secretary – Jason Long
Nothing to add

Activities Officer – Richard Daugherty 
Not in attendance

Fundraising - Tristan Daugherty
Not in attendanceNot in attendance

Publicity Officer–Lori Lee
One new ad for newsletter sent to Julie

Awards Officer – Lori Ellis
Not in attendance

Membership Officer – Tammy Short
We are at a total of 222 new members

Safety Officer – Bob King 
We are looking at how we do rise in the future.  Smaller groups?  Rides to different 
destinations.  Hopefully in June will have a new plan up.



Head Road Captain - Jason Probst
Not in attendance

Historian – Allen Sprunk
Working on cleaning of historical stuff.  The Janus ride is canceled.  They don’t want anyone 
there.

Newsletter Editor – Julie Henshaw
Not much going on.  Please send me anything you have.  Doesn’t have for the motorcycle 
related.  Just need some things to fill of the newsletter.

Photographer – Mike Friel
I will post a link on Facebook.  Please send it photos from any rides you do.

Webmaster – Candy KennedyWebmaster – Candy Kennedy
Nothing to add.

Sergeant-At-Arms – John Burgess
Not in attendance

Adjournment at 9:32 AM.









‘Rona is still around but slowly the world is starting to open again.

I won’t deny that personally I am ready to see my hairdresser again and maybe even get my 
nails done.  A dinner out with my love….that sounds wonderful.   The possibility of seeing 
friends other than via Zoom of Facetime is almost more than I can stand.  Will I be smart 
about it?  You bet your arse.

This pandemic has been a stress on all of us. Stressful to those who still have to go to work 
everyday and have to make sure that they are sanitizing everything they  touch, then washing 
their hands to the point they are raw.   It’s been stressful for those who were furloughed, or 
even laid off wondering how long they will have to draw unemployment before they find a 
new job.  Stressful to those who had to regroup and figure out how to work from home.  And 
for those who are homeschooling their children or grandchildren…well, we ALL raise a glass 
to you!  to you!  

Our doctors and nurses, those on the front lines of all of this, you are the true heroes.  You 
are the ones who have had it the hardest and have proven to be the strongest.  We honor you.

Has there been a lesson in all this?  What have we learned?  I hope we have learned the 
lesson that Christopher Robin taught Pooh:  

“You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think. But the 
most important thing is, even if we're apart… I'll always be with you.”

Namaste…and see you on the road!


